
SAY  BYE   BYE  TO  EYE

FAT IGUE
Focusing on small electronic screens 1-3 feet away for long 

durations can cause digital eyestrain, headaches, blurred vision 
and discomfort. With Jena I-Plus, the lens are designed to provide 
a very small amount of magnification boost in the reading zone to 
help the eyes accommodate from distance to near.

Jena I-Plus boosts available in 
+0.50, +0.66, +0.75, +0.88

I-PLUS  BOOST

No line division for comfortable 
transition between distance and 

near. Beautifully blended for 
more attractive lens!

DISTANCE

Ideal for:

Closeup reading and work.

Prolong use of electronic screens.

Patients ages of 20-40 or want to 
begin transitioning to progressives.

Patients with family history of eye 
diseases like Macular Degeneration.

ENHANCED 
SINGLE
VISION

REDUCE 
DIGITAL EYE

STRAIN

REDUCE 
EYE
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LuxAR ES is our STRONGEST anti-reflective coating. 
The advanced design offers superior properties of hardness, 
sturdiness and durability. Improves night vision clearness 
with reduced glare. 

ELEPHANT
STRENGTH

POWER UP 
YOUR LENSES

LuxAR CLEAR BLUE protects 
your eyes from harmful blue light. 
Our unique blocker does not have 
any purple or blue tint! This is the 
perfect option for those that spend a 
lot of time in front of digital screens.

LuxAR Clear Blue not available in standard lenses. 
Incompatiable with Transitions.

An anti-reflective coating improves vision, reduces eye strain, better 
night visual acurity and even makes your glasses look more attractive! 
With LuxAR, your lenses are protected with the highest quality coating 
with surpreme durability, clarity, and resistance to smudges, scratches 
and glare. 

LuxAR U is our standard AR with 
the additional layer of our Easy to 
Clean coating. Our oleophobic layer 
makes the surface slippery to repel 
water, fingerprints and smudges.

Superior clarity, sturdiness, 
hardness & durability 

Advanced scratch resistance

Oleophobic, anti-static & 
easy to clean

Protection against harmfl UV����
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S U P E R I O R  D E S I G N

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
VISIT LUXARCOATING.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION!


